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WNCB provides its listeners with programming and public service announcements that address issues of 

concern to our local community. Among the issues determined to be of most concern to the community during 

the preceding calendar quarter were:  

• Blood Drive: American Red Cross Blood Drive / Army Reserve Sustainability Programs 

  

• CAROLINA BALLET: Carolina Ballet... and Part 2 of our discussion about 'The Hustler Files.' 

  

• CAROLINA MUDCATS: Cancer Survivor's Month / Carolina League All-Star Game / Durham Parks 

  

• COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT: Angels Among Us fundraiser / Special needs talent show / Carbon-neutral beer 

  

• COMPOSTING: Asthma and allergies -- Fleas, ticks and Lyme disease -- City of Raleigh composting 

  

• Education: Ex-offenders speak about turning lives around; NC-State spring concert series 

  

• FUNDRAISER: Strawberry Season -- Jimmy V Foundation Victory Ride -- NC Aquarium USA Today award 

  

• HABITAT FOR HUMANITY: Habitat for Humanity revitalization project in downtown Raleigh 

  

• LOCAL FESTIVALS: 2018 Hurricane Season / ACC Baseball Fanfest / Freedom Balloon Fest 

  

• RETIREMENT PLANNING: Savings & retirement planning for recent college graduates 

  

• Tax Preparation: Free tax preparation; summer employment for teens; sugary drink dangers. 

  



 

Section I  

LOCAL PROGRAMMING  

Section I lists regularly-scheduled and special programs that represent the station's issue-responsive 

programming providing the most significant treatment of the issues listed above for the calendar quarter.  

ISSUE  
PROGRAM / 

TITLE 
DESCRIPTION  GUEST  DATE/TIME  DURATION  

TAX 

PREPARATION  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk with 

Peter Skillern and Cara Williams of Reinvestment Partners. 

They're here to discuss assistance available with tax 

preparation as the April 17th filing deadline approaches. 

We'll also hear from Kent Hunt, Teen Program Director with 

the City of Raleigh's Department of Parks and Recreation. 

He'll share information about summer employment 

opportunities for high school and college students. 

PETER SKILLERN  
04/01/2018 

07:00 AM  
030:00 

EDUCATION 

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk with 

Keron McHugh and La'Kia Young. They're the subjects of a 

podcast that follows their journeys as ex-offenders trying to 

forge a new path as entrepreneurs.  ('The Hustler Files' can be 

found on iHeartRadio.) We'll also hear from Jude DesNoyer 

about the new 'Live @ Lake Raleigh' concert series featuring 

Diali Cissokho and Kaira Ba, April 12th and Holy Ghost Tent 

Revival May 10th. 

KERON MCHUGH & 

KIA YOUNG  

04/08/2018 

07:00 AM  
030:00 

CAROLINA 

BALLET  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk with 

Carolina Ballet dancer Lindsay Purrington. She's here to 

share news about the ballet's final two shows of the 2017/18 

season, 'Serenade' and 'Sleeping Beauty.' We'll also conclude 

our conversation with Keron McHugh and La'Kia Young, 

subjects of 'The Hustler Files' podcast. Keron and Kia are ex-

offenders taking an entrepreneurial path away from the 

criminal justice system. ('The Hustler Files' can be found on 

iHeartRadio.) 

LINDSAY 

PURRINGTON  

04/15/2018 

07:02 AM  
030:00 



ISSUE  
PROGRAM / 

TITLE 
DESCRIPTION  GUEST  DATE/TIME  DURATION  

COMMUNITY 

INVOLVEMENT  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk with 

Mary Woodall, organizer of Angels Among Us. The annual 

event next weekend is a fundraiser for the Preston Robert 

Tisch Brain Tumor Center at Duke. We'll also hear from 

Courtney Hayes with Reality Ministries; they're hosting a 

talent show at DPAC on April 23rd. Our final guest on the 

show is Andrew Deming, co-founder and head brewer at Four 

Saints Brewing Company. They'll unveil the state's first 

"carbon-neutral" beer at Brewgaloo April 27th and 28th. 

MARY WOODALL  
04/22/2018 

07:00 AM  
030:00 

HABITAT FOR 

HUMANITY  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk with 

Habitat for Humanity of Wake County CEO Kevin Campbell. 

He's here with Vicki Frye of Ply Gem, a local manufacturer 

of building materials and supplies. They'll talk about the 

revitalization of five homes in downtown Raleigh. 

HABITAT FOR 

HUMANITY  

04/29/2018 

07:01 AM  
030:00 

COMPOSTING  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk with 

an allergist, Dr. Beth Corn, about strategies for combating 

allergies. Veterinarian Dan Marwalder will also join us to talk 

about keeping pets safe from fleas and tickets. And, the City 

of Raleigh's Yard Waste Center has a deal on Buy-1-Get-1 

compost this week. Tim Gainer will share details. 

TIM GAINER  
05/06/2018 

07:02 AM  
030:00 

FUNDRAISER  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk 

strawberry season with David Pope, of Pope's Strawberry 

Farm in Knightdale. We'll also hear from Ryan Switzer, a 

cancer survivor and participant in next weekend's V 

Foundation 'Victory Ride' fundraiser.  And finally, the North 

Carolina Aquarium at Pine Knolls Shore was named one of 

the Top-10 aquariums in the country; we'll talk with 

Aquarium Director Hap Fatzinger. 

JIMMY V 

FOUNDATION  

05/13/2018 

07:01 AM  
030:00 

LOCAL 

FESTIVALS  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk 

storm preparations and what to expect ahead of the 2018 

Atlantic hurricane season. Ashleigh Bachert, Executive 

Director of the Durham Sports Commission will join us in-

studio to talk about next weekend's ACC Baseball Fanfest. 

ASHLEIGH 

BACHERT  

05/20/2018 

07:00 AM  
030:00 



ISSUE  
PROGRAM / 

TITLE 
DESCRIPTION  GUEST  DATE/TIME  DURATION  

And we'll also learn about the four-day Freedom Balloon Fest 

happening Memorial Day weekend in Fuquay-Varina. 

FUNDRAISER  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk with 

Brian Krusoe, Tournament Director of the Rex Hospital 

Open. He's here with details about next weekend's four-day 

event. We'll also learn about a tire recycling initiative by the 

city of Durham and the annual 'Blondes vs Brunettes' game to 

benefit the National Alzheimer's Association. 

REX HOSPITAL 

OPEN  

05/27/2018 

06:59 AM  
030:00 

EDUCATION  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk with 

representatives from the National Alzheimer's Association. 

June is Alzheimer's and Brain Awareness month; they're 

hosting a conference June 8th about dementia research, 

clinical strategies and advocacy efforts to improve the lives of 

those affected by the disease. We'll also learn about an 

opportunity for fathers and daughters to have a special night 

out in Knightdale... the annual 'Daddy-Daughter Dance,' June 

15th. 

ALZHEIMER’S 

ASSOCIATION  

06/03/2018 

07:01 AM  
030:00 

BLOOD DRIVE  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk with 

Mike Taylor from the American Red Cross. He has all the 

details about iHeartMedia's 3rd annual Rock 'n Roll Up Your 

Sleeves Blood Drive this week at Crabtree Valley Mall. We'll 

also learn about a new program by the Army Reserve focused 

on sustainability efforts and what that means for military 

installations in North Carolina. 

AMERICAN RED 

CROSS  

06/10/2018 

07:02 AM  

030:00 

 

CAROLINA 

MUDCATS  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll talk with 

7-time Olympic medalist Shannon Miller about 'Cancer 

Survivor's Month.' Shannon is a cancer survivor herself and 

will speak about her recovery journey and share some 

resources available for other cancer survivors. Also, the 2018 

Carolina League All-Star game takes place Tuesday at Five-

County Stadium in Zebulon; Mudcats Assistant General 

Manager Eric Gardner is here with all the details. And we'll 

also speak with Cyndi Booth from the City of Durham about 

ERIC GARDNER  
06/17/2018 

07:00 AM  
030:00 



ISSUE  
PROGRAM / 

TITLE 
DESCRIPTION  GUEST  DATE/TIME  DURATION  

their new "Rock the Park" summer concert and movie series. 

 

 

SAVINGS & 

RETIREMENT 

PLANNING  

AROUND 

THE 

TRIANGLE  

On this week's edition of Around the Triangle, we'll speak 

with TIAA's Molly McCormack. She's here to talk about 

about how recent college graduates can get started on the path 

to savings and retirement planning, despite the sometimes 

staggering student loan debt many graduates carry. She'll also 

share financial strategies we can all use to ensure a better 

financial future. 

AMERICAN RED 

CROSS  

06/24/2018 

07:02 AM  

030:00 

 

 

Section II  

NETWORK (and/or SYNDICATED) PROGRAMMING  

Section II lists the network-provided (and/or syndicated) programming that the station broadcast during the 

preceding calendar quarter that addresses community issues.  

ISSUE  
PROGRAM / 

TITLE 
DESCRIPTION  DATE/TIME  DURATION  

Civil Rights 

Photography 

VIEWPOINTS 

The Civil Rights Movement was a momentous period in the history of 

the United States. Iconic photos of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., the 

Emmett Till Trial, and many other important events that occurred 

during the movement cover pages of history textbooks and articles 

honoring their work in changing the country. But, who took these 

famous photos? The photographer was a man named Ernest Withers 

who learned how to take photos during his time serving the army in 

World War II. While many of Withers’ photos are widely circulated 

and well known for their effectiveness in rallying people to join the 

Civil Rights Movement, there is an aspect of his life that has been less 

popularized over the years. 

04/01/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 



ISSUE  
PROGRAM / 

TITLE 
DESCRIPTION  DATE/TIME  DURATION  

Common Cons 

VIEWPOINTS 

Have you ever been conned by a con artist? Chances are you probably 

do not know. That is why so many con men are able to get away with 

their scams because people simply do not know that they are being 

deceived. Maria Konnikova, psychologist and author of The 

Confidence Game: Why We Fall For It…Every Time, explains that con 

artists are often hard to recognize because they are charismatic people 

who come off as just being really friendly. Yet, this is far from the truth 

for many con artists. 

04/08/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 

Confrontation 

Politics 

VIEWPOINTS 

Controversial politicians are nothing new in American politics, but the 

recent election of Donald Trump proved just how influential high-

conflict politicians can be on the public. However, many people wonder 

what makes these high-conflict individuals so appealing, and how they 

manage to argue their way into powerful positions. We talk to two 

experts about how high-conflict politicians become so successful. Bill 

Eddy, president of the High Conflict Institute and author of Trump 

Bubbles: The Dramatic Rise and Fall of High-Conflict Politicians, 

explains that a high-conflict person (HCP) is an individual that exhibits 

a repetitive narrow pattern of behavior, an all-or-nothing attitude, and 

intense emotions that easily distract them from being focused on 

problem solving. 

04/15/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 

Modern 

Exploration 

VIEWPOINTS 

While being an explorer sounds like a job of the past or one reserved 

for fictitious characters, many people today still do consider themselves 

to be explorers. But, since there are no longer new territories waiting to 

be discovered, how do modern-day explorers bring new life to 

adventures and explorations? Dr. Nick Middleton, professor at Oxford 

University, and author of An Atlas of Countries That Don’t Exist, 

explains that there are many types of exploration. One way of exploring 

is learning about a new culture that is not your own. Along with this, he 

explains that there are plenty of countries around the world that are not 

04/22/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 



ISSUE  
PROGRAM / 

TITLE 
DESCRIPTION  DATE/TIME  DURATION  

recognized on maps. People who are interested in explorations and 

adventures could research these countries, the people who inhabit them, 

and their culture. In order to experience an adventure, a person must be 

willing to step outside of their current understanding of the world and 

observe another. 

Privacy 

VIEWPOINTS 

With the increased use of advanced technology and constant access to 

social media, many people have started to question their right to 

privacy, and what that even means, when all their personal information 

has become public. Jennifer E. Rothman, Professor of Law at Loyola 

Law School in Los Angeles, explains that in recent years, people have 

become more willing to put their information on social media accounts 

that are accessible to the public. However, this does not mean that 

people do not want to have control over the information. Rothman 

states that many social media sites take the information and pictures 

posted by the users and sell it. While this seems like it would be illegal, 

users often consent to this when they agree to the terms and conditions. 

There are many laws out there working to protect social media users 

from having their information used by the sites, but many people do not 

know how these laws works. 

04/29/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 

Transgenderism 

VIEWPOINTS 

As a parent, how do you come to terms with your child telling you they 

were born as the wrong gender? Is it your job to counsel them to meet 

traditional gender norms? Dr. Michele Angello, a gender specialist, and 

Alisa Bowman are coauthors of Raising A Transgender Child: A 

Complete Guide for Parents, Families, and Caregivers. The book was 

the result of a call for help to the doctor by Bowman, a mother whose 

own child was constantly struggling to identify with the female gender. 

Angello explained to Bowman the science behind transgender children. 

05/06/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 

Honoring War VIEWPOINTS The Vietnam War was an unpopular war and soldiers came home to a 05/13/18 030:00 



ISSUE  
PROGRAM / 

TITLE 
DESCRIPTION  DATE/TIME  DURATION  

Dead society that didn’t approve of or appreciate their service. Elizabeth 

Partridge, author of Boots on the Ground: America’s War in Vietnam, 

first got involved with the war as a protestor. Partridge didn’t have 

much to do with Vietnam for many years after until she visited the 

Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial and found herself overcome with emotion 

while reading the soldier’s names. 

07:30 AM  

Financial 

Corruption 

VIEWPOINTS 

While the world of Wall Street may seem far away to most, Sheelah 

Kolhatkar, former hedge fund analyst and author of Black Edge: Inside 

information, dirty money and the quest to bring down the most wanted 

man on Wall Street, says that it is closer to our lives than you may 

think. Her nonfiction book traces the story of the FBI and Department 

of Justice’s recent investigation of Steve Cohen and his company SAC 

Capital for insider trading. 

05/20/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 

Exploration 

VIEWPOINTS 

While some past explorers get plenty of press, others’ adventures go 

virtually unknown. William Carlsen tells the story of two men and their 

rarely heard tale of exploration in his book Jungle of Stone: The 

Extraordinary Journey of John L. Stephens and Frederick Catherwood, 

and the Discovery of the Lost Civilization of the Maya. 

05/27/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 

Education 

VIEWPOINTS 

Many schools are removing cursive lessons from their classrooms, 

basing this decision on the prevalence of technology in modern life. 

This decision may not be best for our children though, and it is already 

having a major impact. Jan Olsen, occupational therapist and President 

of Handwriting Without Tears, and Margaret Shepherd, calligrapher 

and author of Learn World Calligraphy, tell us why cursive is still an 

important life skill today. 

06/03/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 

Farming 
VIEWPOINTS 

While farming may seem like a rural occupation, urban gardens are 

starting to infiltrate major cities around the world. Michael Ableman, 
06/10/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 



ISSUE  
PROGRAM / 

TITLE 
DESCRIPTION  DATE/TIME  DURATION  

author of the book Street Farm: Growing Food, Jobs and Hope on the 

Urban Frontier, is the co-founder and director of Sole Food Street 

Farms in Vancouver, British Columbia. And, Deirdre Bradley-Turner is 

the director of Community Service and Service Learning at Emmanuel 

College in Boston, which is part of the Mission and Ministry Office at 

the college. These two guests explain the impact that urban farming can 

have on a community. 

Teamwork 

VIEWPOINTS 

Teamwork makes the dream work. Our culture loves teams, but Shane 

Snow, entrepreneur and author of Dream Teams: Working Together 

Without Falling Apart, argues that teams have more potential than we 

realize. While many think of a successful team as one with peace and 

harmony, Snow says that signs of disagreement and friction are better 

indicators of a good team. He explains more about cognitive friction 

and diversity and their role in making teams live up to their reputation. 

06/17/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 

Domestic 

Violence 

VIEWPOINTS 

Domestic violence statistics show that one in three females and one in 

four males will be the victim of physical or emotional abuse by an 

intimate partner over the course of their lifetime in the US. The 

immediate questions from these staggering statistics are why does this 

happen and what can be done to stop it? Dr. Shannon Karl, Associate 

Professor in the School of Psychology at Nova Southeastern University 

in Ft. Lauderdale, FL, and Dr. Jay Richards, forensic psychologist on 

the faculty of Washington University and Seattle University and author 

of the novel Silhouette of Virtue, discuss the answers to these essential 

questions about domestic violence. 

06/24/18 

07:30 AM  
030:00 

 

Section III  

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS  



Section III lists public service announcements that the station broadcast during the preceding calendar 

quarter that address community issues.  

ISSUE  ORGANIZATION OR TITLE DURATION  RUNS  

AWARENESS HEALING TRANSITIONS  000:30 110  

AWARENESS HEALING TRANSITIONS X  000:30 148  

AWARENESS PSA AA  000:30 002  

AWARENESS PSA AMERICA CORE  001:00 006  

AWARENESS PSA BI POLAR  000:31 004  

AWARENESS PSA BIRTH  000:59 005  

AWARENESS PSA BLIND  000:31 002  

AWARENESS PSA COLLEGE LOANS  000:59 004  

AWARENESS PSA CONSUSS  000:31 009  

AWARENESS PSA EXCERSISE  000:29 003  

AWARENESS PSA PAIN  001:00 004  

AWARENESS PSA USO  000:31 002  

AWARENESS PSA USO  001:01 008  

AWARENESS PSA VA  000:31 002  

AWARENESS PSA VOLENTEER  001:00 008  

AWARENESS PSA WILD LIFE  000:31 002  

AWARENESS PSA/KLOSSY  000:27 008  

AWARENESS  PSA HEALING TRANSITIONS  000:30 003  

CANCER RESEARCH  ANGELS AMONG US  000:30 069  



ISSUE  ORGANIZATION OR TITLE DURATION  RUNS  

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT  FARMERS INSURANCE  000:30 027  

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT  GLOBAL CITIZEN FESTIVAL  000:30 011  

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT  NO KID HUNGY CAMPAIGN  000:30 011  

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT  PEACE IN THE STREETS  000:31 002  

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT  PROSTATE CANCER FOUNDATION  000:30 014  

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY  HABITAT FOR HUMANITY  000:31 006  

TAKE OUR SONS & DAUGHTERS TO  TAKE YOUR KID TO WORK  000:30 009  

Women's Empowerment  RALEIGH CHAMBER OF COMMERCE  000:30 012  

 


